
data sheet

The information contained herein is produced in good faith and is believed to be reliable but is for guidance only. ARGCO and its agents cannot

assume liability or responsibility for results obtained in the use of its product by persons whose methods are outside or beyond our control. It is the

user's responsibility to determine the suitability of any of the products, methods of use, or preparation prior to use, mentioned in our literature. It is

the user's responsibility to observe and adapt such precautions as may be advisable for the protection of personnel and property in the handling and

use of any of our products.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL ARGCO AT 1-800-854-1015

OR LOG ONTO WWW.ARGCO.COM

SPECIFICATIONS

Weight: 19 lbs.

Capacity: 1-1/4” - 6” sch 40 or thin wall

steel pipe

Tools required: all included

Hex drives: all 15/16”

Construction: heavy duty

Compatibility: chuck in a Ridgid 300TM

The rugged self-contained portable roll groover that is two tools in one!

Time is money. Especially when you’re up in the air. 

Now ARGCO has a toolthat can eliminate hassles in the air and save

you lots of time and money.

The Pace 1039 Mini-MiteTM Roll Groover service tool goes from

in-place grooving to machine grooving in one motion without the need

of spending valuable time looking for tools. The 1039 is selfcontained,

it can be entirely operated with its own multi-function

crank so there are no other tools needed.

The 1039 is totally portable. It features rugged construction with

a larger top roller bearing, heavier top slide and more material

in the housing to make for more durability.

And all hex drives on the Pace 1039 are 15/16” so one wrench fits

everything.

The Pace 1039 is simple to operate. It roll grooves in 1-1/4” to 6”

schedule 40 or thin wall steel pipe on the scaffold or anywhere

power is unavailble. It also has the ability to chuck in a

Ridgid 300 - in just seconds.

(no gearbox removal).

PACE 1039 PORTABLE

“IN THE AIR”

ROLL GROOVER
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